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We answer the question of which conjunctive queries are uniquely characterized by polynomially
many positive and negative examples, and how to construct such examples efficiently. As a
consequence, we obtain a new efficient exact learning algorithm for a class of conjunctive queries.
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in the homomorphism lattice of finite structures. We also discuss implications for the unique
characterizability and learnability of schema mappings and of description logic concepts.
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1 Introduction
Conjunctive queries (CQs) are an extensively studied database query language and fragment
of first-order logic. They correspond precisely to Datalog programs with a single non-recursive
rule. In this paper, we study two problems related to CQs. The first problem is concerned
with the existence and constructability of unique characterizations. For which CQs q is it
the case that q can be characterized (up to logical equivalence) by its behavior on a small
set of data examples? And, when such a set of data examples exists, can it be constructed
efficiently? The second problem pertains to exact learnability of CQs in an interactive setting
where the learner has access to a “membership oracle” that, given any database instance and
a tuple of values, answers whether the tuple belongs to the answer of the goal CQ (that is,
the hidden CQ that the learner is trying to learn). We can think of the membership oracle
as a black-box, compiled version of the goal query, which the learner can execute on any
number of examples. The task of the learner, then, is to reverse engineer the query based on
the observed behavior.
Note that these two problems (unique characterizability and exact learnability) are closely
related to each other: a learner can identify the goal query with certainty, only when the set
of examples that it has seen so far constitutes a unique characterization of the goal query.
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Figure 1 A frontier in the homomorphism lattice of structures.
▶ Motivating Example 1. This example, although stylized and described at a high level, aims
to convey an important use case that motivated the present work. The Google Knowledge
Graph is a large database of entities and facts, gathered from a variety of sources. It is
used to enhance the search engine’s results for queries such as “where was Barack Obama
born” with factual information in the form of knowledge panels [7] When a query triggers a
specific knowledge panel, this may be the result of various different triggering and fulfillment
mechanisms, which may involve a combination of structured queries to the knowledge graph,
hard-coded business logic (in a Turing-complete language), and machine learned models. This
makes it difficult to understand interactions between knowledge panels (e.g., whether the two
knowledge panels are structurally equivalent or one subsumed by the other). If a declarative
specification of (an approximation of) the triggering and fulfillment logic for a knowledge
panel can be constructed programmatically, specified in a sufficiently restrictive formalism
such as Datalog rules, this provides an avenue to the above, and other relevant static analysis
tasks. The efficient exact learnability with membership queries that we study in this paper,
can be viewed as an idealized form of such a programmatic approach, where the membership
oracle is the existing, black box, implementation of the knowledge panel, and the learner must
produce a CQ that exactly captures it.
As it turns out, the above problems about CQs are intimately linked to fundamental
properties of the homomorphism lattice of finite structures. In particular, the existence
of a unique characterization for a CQ can be reduced to the existence of a frontier in the
homomorphism lattice for an associated structure A, where, by a “frontier” for A, we mean a
finite set of structures F1, . . . , Fn that cover precisely the set of structures homomorphically
strictly weaker than A, that is, such that {B | B →↚ A} =
⋃
i{B | B → Fi} (cf. Figure 1).
Known results [16, 1] imply that not every finite structure has such a frontier, and,
moreover, a finite structure has a frontier if and only if the structure (modulo homomorphic
equivalence) satisfies a structural property called c-acyclicity. These known results, however,
are based on exponential constructions, and no polynomial algorithms for constructing
frontiers were previously known.
▶ Main Contribution 1 (Polynomial-time algorithms for constructing frontiers). We show
that, for c-acyclic structures, a frontier can in fact be computed in polynomial time. More
specifically, we present two polynomial-time algorithms. The first algorithm takes any c-acyclic
structure and produces a frontier consisting of structures that are themselves not necessarily
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c-acyclic. Indeed, we show that this is unavoidable. The second algorithm applies to a more
restricted class of acyclic structures and yields a frontier consisting entirely of structures
belonging to the same class (that is, the class of structures in question is frontier-closed).
We use these to obtain new results on the existence and efficient constructability of unique
characterizations for CQs:
▶ Main Contribution 2 (Polynomial Unique Characterizations for Conjunctive Queries). We
show that a CQ is uniquely characterizable by polynomially many examples, precisely if
(modulo logical equivalence) it is c-acyclic. Furthermore, for c-acyclic CQs, a uniquely
characterizing set of examples can be constructed in polynomial time. In the special case of
unary, acyclic, connected CQs, a uniquely characterizing set of examples can be constructed
consisting entirely of queries from the same class.
Using the above results as a stepping stone, we obtain a polynomial-time exact learning
algorithm for the class of c-acyclic CQs.
▶ Main Contribution 3 (Polynomial-Time Learnability with Membership Queries). We show
that c-acyclic CQs are efficiently exactly learnable in Angluin’s model of exact learnability
with membership queries [2].
The above results are optimal, because, as we mentioned above, exact learnability with
membership queries, requires the existence of a finite uniquely characterizing set of examples,
which, in turn, requires the existence of a frontier, and frontiers exist (up to homomorphic
equivalence) only for c-acyclic structures.
Although our primary interest is in conjunctive queries, we show that our results also
have implications for schema mappings and description logic concepts:
▶ Main Contribution 4 (Schema Mappings and Description Logic Concepts). As a further
corollary to the above, we obtain a number of results regarding the existence of polynomial
unique characterizations, as well as exact learnability, for LAV (“Local-As-View”) schema
mappings and for description logic concepts for the lightweight description logic ELI.
Outline
Section 2 reviews basic facts and definitions. In Section 3, we present our two new polynomial-
time algorithms for constructing frontiers for finite structures with designated elements. We
also review a result by [27], which implies the existence of (not necessarily polynomially
computable) frontiers w.r.t. classes of structures of bounded expansion. In Section 4, we
apply these algorithms to show that a CQ is uniquely characterizable by polynomially many
examples, precisely if (modulo logical equivalence) it is c-acyclic. Furthermore, for c-acyclic
CQs, a uniquely characterizing set of examples can be constructed in polynomial time. In
the special case of unary, acyclic, connected CQs, a uniquely characterizing set of examples
can be constructed consisting entirely of queries from the same class. In Section 5, we
further build on these results, and we study the exact learnability of CQs. Section 6 presents
applications to schema mappings and description logic concepts.
2 Preliminaries
Schemas, Structures, Homomorphisms, Cores. A schema (or, relational signature) is a
finite set of relation symbols S = {R1, . . . , Rn}, where each relation Ri as an associated
arity arity(Ri) ≥ 1. For k ≥ 0, by a structure over S with k distinguished elements we
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will mean a tuple (A, a1, . . . , ak), where A = (dom(A), RA1 , . . . , RAn ) is a finite structure (in
the traditional, model-theoretic sense) over the schema S, and a1, . . . , ak are elements of
the domain of A. Note that all structures, in this paper, are assumed to be finite, and we
will drop the adjective “finite”. By a fact of a structure A we mean an expression of the
form R(a1, . . . , an) where the tuple (a1, . . . , an) belongs to the relation R in A. Given two
structures (A, a) and (B, b) over the same schema, where a = a1, . . . ak and b = b1, . . . , bk,
a homomorphism h : (A, a) → (B, b) is a map h from the domain of A to the domain of
B, such that h preserves all facts, and such that h(ai) = bi for i = 1 . . . k. When such a
homomorphism exists, we will also say that (A, a) “homomorphically maps to” (B, b) and
we will write (A, a) → (B, b). We say that (A, a) and (B, b) are homomorphically equivalent
if (A, a) → (B, b) and (B, b) → (A, a).
A structure is said to be a core if there is no homomorphism from the structure in question
to a proper substructure [20]. It is known [20] that every structure (A, a) has a substructure
to which it is homomorphically equivalent and that is a core. This substructure, moreover, is
unique up to isomorphism, and it is known as the core of (A, a).
Fact Graph, FG-Connectedness, FG-Disjoint Union. The fact graph of a structure (A, a) is
the undirected graph whose nodes are the facts of A, and such that there is an edge between
two distinct facts if they share a non-designated element, i.e., there exists an element b of
the domain of A that is distinct from the distinguished elements a, such that b occurs in
both facts. We say that (A, a) is fg-connected if the fact graph is connected. A fg-connected
component of (A, a) is a maximal fg-connected substructure (A′, a) of (A, a). If (A1, a)
and (A2, a) are structures with the same distinguished elements, and whose domains are
otherwise (except for these distinguished elements) disjoint, then the union (A1 ∪ A2, a) of
these two structures will be called a fg-disjoint union and will be denoted as (A1, a) ⊎ (A2, a).
The same construction naturally extends to finite sets of structures. It is easy to see that
every structure (A, a) is equal to the fg-disjoint union of its fg-connected components. See
also [15, 34], where fg-connected components are called fact blocks.
Direct Product, Homomorphism Lattice. Given two structures (A, a) and (B, b) over
the same schema, where a = a1, . . . ak and b = b1, . . . , bk, the direct product (A, a) × (B, b)
is defined, as usual, as ((A × B), ⟨a1, b1⟩, . . . , ⟨ak, bk⟩), where the domain of A × B is the
Cartesian product of the domains of A and B, and where the facts of A × B are all facts
R(⟨c1, d1⟩, . . . , ⟨cn, dn⟩) for which it holds that R(c1, . . . , cn) is a fact of A and R(d1, . . . , dn)
is a fact of B. The direct product of a finite collection of structures is defined analogously.
For a fixed schema S and k ≥ 0, the collection of (homomorphic-equivalence classes of)
structures over S with k distinguished elements, ordered by homomorphism, forms a lattice,
where the above direct product operation is the meet operation. In particular, (A, a) × (B, b)
homomorphically maps to both (A, a) and (B, b), and a structure (C, c) homomorphically
maps to (A, a) × (B, b) if and only if it homomorphically maps to both (A, a) and (B, b).
The join operation of the lattice is a little more tedious to define, and we only sketch it
here, as it is not used in the remainder of the paper. When two structures have the same
isomorphism type of distinguished elements, their join is simply the fg-disjoint union as
defined earlier. In the general case, one must first compute the smallest equivalence relation
over the index set of the distinguished elements that refines the equivalence relations induced
by both structures, and factor both structures through, before taking their fg-disjoint union.
For structures without designated elements, this lattice has been studied extensively
(cf. for instance [21, 29]). The above exposition shows how to lift some of the basic definitions
and constructions, in the appropriate way, to structures with distinguished elements.
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Incidence Graph, C-Acyclicity. Given a structure (A, a), the incidence graph of A is the
bipartite multi-graph containing all elements of the domain of A as well as all facts of A,
and an edge (a, f) whenever a is an element and f is a fact in which a occurs. Note that if
an element occurs more than once in the same fact, the incidence graph contains multiple
edges. (A, a) is said to be c-acyclic if every cycle in its incidence graph contains at least
one distinguished elements, i.e., at least one elements in a. In particular, this means that
no non-designated element occurs twice in the same fact. The concept of c-acyclicity was
first introduced in [1] in the study of unique characterizability of GAV schema mappings
(cf. Section 6 for more details). A straightforward dynamic-programming argument shows:
▶ Proposition 2.1. For c-acyclic structures (A, a) and (B, b) (over the same schema and
with the same number of distinguished elements), we can test in polynomial time whether
(A, a) → (B, b). The core of a c-acyclic structure can be computed in polynomial time.
In the case without designated elements, c-acyclicity simply means that the incidence graph
is acyclic, a condition better known as Berge acyclicity in the database theory literature [14].
C-Connectedness. We say that a structure (A, a) is c-connected if every connected compo-
nent of its incidence graph contains at least one designated element. Note that this condition
is only meaningful for k > 0, and that it differs subtly from the condition of fg-connectedness
we defined above. For example, the structure consisting of the facts R(a1, a2) and S(a2, a1)
with distinguished elements a1, a2, is c-connected but is not fg-connected. For any structure
(A, a), we denote by (A, a)reach the (unique) maximal c-connected substructure, that is, the
substructure containing everything reachable from the distinguished elements.
▶ Proposition 2.2. If (A, a) is c-connected, then (A, a) → (B, b)reach iff (A, a) → (B, b).
Conjunctive Queries. Let k ≥ 0. A k-ary conjunctive query (CQ) q over a schema S is an
expression of the form q(x) :- α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αn where x = x1, . . . , xk is a sequence of variables,
and where each αi is an atomic formula using a relation from S. Note that αi may use
variables from x as well as other variables. In addition, it is required that each variable in x
occurs in at least one conjunct αi. This requirement is referred to as the safety condition.
Note that, for simplicity, this definition of CQ does not allow the use of constants. Many
of the results in this paper, however, can be extended in a straightforward way to CQs with
a fixed finite number of constants (which can be simulated using additional free variables).
If A is a structure over the same schema as q, we denote by q(A) the set of all k-tuples of
values that satisfy the query q in A. We write q ⊆ q′ if q and q′ are queries over the same
schema, and of the same arity, and q(A) ⊆ q′(A) holds for all structures A. We say that q
and q′ are logically equivalent if q ⊆ q′ and q′ ⊆ q both hold. We refer to any textbook on
database theory for a more detailed exposition of the semantics of CQs.
There is a well-known correspondence between k-ary CQs over a schema S and structures
over S with k distinguished elements. In one direction, we can associate to each k-ary CQ
q(x) over the schema S a corresponding structure over S with k distinguished elements,
namely q̂ = (Aq, x), where the domain of Aq is the set of variables occurring in q, and the
facts of Aq are the conjuncts of q. We will call this structure q̂ the canonical structure of q.
Note that every distinguished element of q̂ occurs in at least one fact, as follows from the
safety condition of CQs. Conversely, consider any structure (A, a), with a = a1, . . . , ak, such
that every distinguished element ai occurs in at least one fact of A. We can associate to
(A, a) a k-ary canonical CQ, namely the CQ that has a variable xa for every value a in the
domain of A occurring in at least one fact, and a conjunct for every fact of A.
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By the classic Chandra-Merlin Theorem [10], a tuple a belongs to q(A) if and only
if there is a homomorphism from q̂ to (A, a); and q ⊆ q′ holds if and only if there is a
homomorphism from q̂′ to q̂. Finally, q and q′ are logically equivalent if and only if q̂ and q̂′
are homomorphically equivalent.
Exact Learning Models, Conjunctive Queries as a Concept Class. Informally, an exact
learning algorithm is an algorithm that identifies an unknown goal concept by asking a
number of queries about it. The queries are answered by an oracle that has access to the goal
concept. This model of learning was introduced by Dana Angluin, cf. [2]. In this paper, we
consider the two most extensively studied kinds of oracle queries: membership queries and
equivalence queries. We will first review basic notions from computational learning theory,
such as the notion of a concept, and then explain what it means for a concept class to be
efficiently exactly learnable with membership and/or equivalence queries.
Let X be a (possibly infinite) set of examples. A concept over X is a function c : X →
{0, 1}, and a concept class C is a collection of such concepts. We say that x ∈ X is a positive
example for a concept c if c(x) = 1, and that x is a negative example for c if c(x) = 0.
Conjunctive queries (over a fixed schema S and with a fixed arity k) are a particular
example of such a concept class, where the example space is the class of all structures over S
with k distinct elements, and where an example (A, a) is labeled as positive if the tuple a
belongs to q(A), and negative otherwise.
It is always assumed that concepts are specified using some representation system so that
one can speak of the length of the specification of a concept. More formally, a representation
system for C is a string language L over some finite alphabet, together with a surjective
function r : L → C. By the size of a concept c ∈ C, we will mean the length of the smallest
representation. Similarly, we assume a representation system, with a corresponding notion of
length, for the examples in X. When there is no risk of confusion, we may conflate concepts
(and examples) with their representations.
Specifically, for us, when it comes to structures, any natural choice of representation will
do; we only assume that the length of the specification of a structure (for a fixed schema) is
polynomial in the domain size, the number of facts and the number of distinguished elements.
Likewise for CQs, we assume that the length of the representation of a CQ is polynomial in
that of its canonical structure.
For every concept c, we denote by MEMc the membership oracle for c, that is, the oracle
that takes as input an example x and returns its label, c(x), according to c. Similarly, for
every concept c ∈ C, we denote by EQc, the equivalence oracle for c, that is, the oracle that
takes as input the representation of a concept h and returns “yes”, if h = c, or returns a
counterexample x otherwise (that is, an example x such that h(x) ̸= c(x)). An exact learning
algorithm with membership and/or equivalence queries for a concept class C is an algorithm
alg that takes no input but has access to the membership oracle and/or equivalence oracle
for an unknown goal concept c ∈ C.1 The algorithm alg must terminate after finite amount
of time and output (some representation of) the goal concept c. This notion was introduced
by Angluin [2], who also introduced the notion of a polynomial-time exact learning algorithm.
We say that an exact learning algorithm alg with membership and/or equivalence queries
runs in polynomial time if there exists a two-variable polynomial p(n, m) such that at any
1 It is common in the learning theory literature to assume that the learning algorithm is given an upper
bound on the size of the goal concept as input. However, it turns out that such an assumption is not
needed for any of our positive results concerning learnability.
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point during the run of the algorithm, the time used by alg up to that point (counting one
step per oracle call) is bounded by p(n, m), where n is the size of the goal concept and m the
size of the largest counterexample returned by calls to the equivalence oracle up to that point
in the run (m = 0 if no equivalence queries have been used). A concept class C is efficiently
exactly learnable with membership and/or equivalence queries if there is an exact learning
algorithm with membership and/or equivalence queries for C that runs in polynomial time.
There is a delicate issue about this notion of polynomial time that we now discuss. One
might be tempted to relax the previous definition by requiring merely that the total running
time is bounded by p(n, m). However, this change in the definition would give rise to a
wrong notion of a polynomial-time algorithms in this context by way of a loophole in the
definition. Indeed, under this change, one could design a learning algorithm that, in a first
stage, identifies the goal hypothesis by (expensive) exhaustive search and that, once this is
achieved, forces – by asking equivalence queries with appropriate modification of the goal
concept – the equivalence oracle to return large counterexamples that would make up for the
time spent during the exhaustive search phase.
3 Frontiers in the homomorphism lattice of structures
In this section, we define frontiers and discuss their relationships to gaps and (restricted)
homomorphism dualities. We present two polynomial-time methods for constructing frontiers.
For the applications in the next sections, it is important to consider structures with designated
elements. These designated elements, intuitively, correspond to the free variables of a CQ.
▶ Definition 3.1. Fix a schema and k ≥ 0, and let C be a class of structures with k designated
elements and let (A, a) be a structure with k designated elements as well. A frontier for
(A, a) w.r.t. C, is a set of structures F such that
1. (B, b) → (A, a) for all (B, b) ∈ F .
2. (A, a) ̸→ (B, b) for all (B, b) ∈ F .
3. For all (C, c) ∈ C with (C, c) → (A, a) and (A, a) ̸→ (C, c), we have that (C, c) → (B, b)
for some (B, b) ∈ F .
See Figure 1 for a graphical depiction of a frontier.
The notion of a frontier is closely related to that of a gap pair. A pair of structures (B, A)
with B → A is said to be a gap pair if A ̸→ B, and every structure C satisfying B → C and
C → A is homomorphically equivalent to either B or A [30]. The same concept applies to
structures with designated elements. It is easy to see that any frontier for a structure A must
contain (modulo homomorphic equivalence) all structures B such that (B, A) is a gap pair.
▶ Example 3.2. The structure (A, a1) consisting of facts Pa1 and Qa1 (with designated
element a1) has a frontier of size 2 (w.r.t. the class of all finite structures), namely F =
{(B, a1), (C, a1)} where B consists of the facts Pa1, P b, Qb and C consists of the facts
Qa1, P b, Qb, respectively. Note that ((B, a1), (A, a1)) and ((C, a1), (A, a1)) are gap pairs. It
can be shown that the structure (A, a0) has no frontier of size 1 (as such a frontier would
have to consist of a structure that contains both facts Pa1 and Qa1).
For another example, consider the structure (A′, a1) consisting of facts Pa1 and Rbb. It is
the right hand side of a gap pair (the left hand side being the structure (B′, a1) consisting of
the facts Rbb and Pb′), but (A′, a1) has no finite frontier as follows from Theorem 3.7 below.
Frontiers are also closely related to (generalized) homomorphism dualities [16]. We say
that a structure (A, a) has a finite duality w.r.t. a class C if there is a finite set of structures
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D such that for all (C, c) ∈ C, (A, a) → (C, c) iff for all (B, b) ∈ D, (C, c) ̸→ (B, b). If C is
the set of all structures (over the same schema as (A, a)), we simply say that (A, a) has a
finite duality.2
▶ Example 3.3. In the realm of digraphs, viewed as relational structures without designated
elements with a single binary relation, every directed path A of, say, k > 1 nodes has finite
duality (w.r.t. the class of digraphs). Indeed, it is not difficult to verify that for every
digraph C, A → C iff C ̸→ D where D is the digraph with nodes {1, . . . k − 1} and edges
{(i, j) | i < j}.
▶ Lemma 3.4. Let C be any class of structures.
1. If a structure (A, a) has a finite duality w.r.t. C then (A, a) has a finite frontier w.r.t. C.
2. If a structure (A, a) ∈ C has a finite frontier w.r.t. C and C is closed under direct products,
then (A, a) has a finite duality w.r.t. C.
Note that the construction of the frontier from the duality is polynomial, while the
construction of the duality from the frontier involves an exponential blowup. The following
example shows that this is unavoidable.
▶ Example 3.5. The path ◦ R−→ ◦ R1−−→ ◦ R−→ ◦ R2−−→ ◦ · · · ◦ Rn−−→ ◦ R−→ ◦, viewed as a structure
without any designated elements, has a frontier (w.r.t. the class of all finite structures) of
size polynomial in n, as will follow from Theorem 3.8 below. It is known, however, that any
finite duality for this structure must involve a structure whose size is exponential in n, and
the example can be modified to use a fixed schema (cf. [31]).
3.1 Frontiers for classes with bounded expansion
The notion of a class of graphs with bounded expansion was introduced in [28]. We will not
give a precise definition here, but important examples include graphs of bounded degree,
graphs of bounded treewidth, planar graphs, and any class of graphs excluding a minor. The
same concept of bounded expansion can be applied also to arbitrary structures: a class of
structures C is said to have bounded expansion if the class of Gaifman graphs of structures in
C has bounded expansion. We refer to [29] for more details. Classes of structures of bounded
expansion are in many ways computationally well-behaved (cf. for example [23]).
Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez [27, 29] show that if C is any class of structures with
bounded expansion, then every structure has a finite duality w.r.t. C. It follows by Lemma 3.4
that also every structure has a finite fontier w.r.t. C. Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez [27, 29]
only consider connected structures without designated elements, but their result extends in a
straightforward way to the general case of structures with designated elements. Furthermore,
it yields an effective procedure for constructing frontiers, although non-elementary (i.e., not
bounded by a fixed tower of exponentials).
▶ Theorem 3.6 (from [27, 29]). Let C be any class of structures that has bounded expansion.
Then every structure (A, a) has a finite frontier w.r.t. C, which can be effectively constructed.
2 We note here that in the literature on Constraint Satisfaction, it is usual to consider the ’other side’ of
the duality, i.e, a structure A is said to have finite duality if there exists a finite set of structures F such
that for every structure C, C → A iff for all B ∈ F , B ̸→ C.
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3.2 Polynomial frontiers for c-acyclic structures
Alexe et al. [1], building on Foniok et al. [16], show that a structure has a finite duality if
and only if its core is c-acyclic. By Lemma 3.4, this implies that a structure has a finite
frontier if and only if its core is c-acyclic.
▶ Theorem 3.7 (from [16, 1]). A structure has a finite frontier w.r.t. the class of all structures
iff it is homomorphically equivalent to a c-acyclic structure, iff its core is c-acyclic.
One of our main results is a new proof of the right-to-left direction, which, unlike the
original, provides a polynomial-time construction of a frontier from a c-acyclic structure:
▶ Theorem 3.8. Fix a schema S and k ≥ 0. Given a c-acyclic structure over S with k
distinguished elements, we can construct in polynomial time a frontier w.r.t. the class of all
structures over S that have k distinguished elements.
Note that the size of the smallest frontier is in general exponential in k. Indeed, consider
the single-element structure (A, a) where A consists of the single fact P (a) and a = a, . . . , a
has length k. It is not hard to show that every frontier of this (c-acyclic) structure must
contain, up to homomorphic equivalence, all structures of the form (B, b) where B consists
of two facts, P (a1) and P (a2), and b ∈ {a1, a2}k is a sequence in which both a1 and a2 occur.
There are exponentially many pairwise homomorphically incomparable such structures.
The proof of Theorem 3.8 is based on a construction that improves over a similar but
exponential construction of gap pairs for acyclic structures given in [30, Def. 3.9]. Our
results also shed new light on a question posed in the same paper: after presenting a double-
exponential construction of duals (for connected structures without designated elements),
involving first constructing an exponential-sized gap pair, the authors ask: “It would be
interesting to know to what extent the characterisation of duals can be simplified, and whether
the indirect approach via density is optimal.” This question appeared to have been answered
in [31], where a direct method was established for constructing single-exponential size duals.
Theorem 3.8 together with Lemma 3.4, however, gives another answer: single-exponential
duals can be constructed by going through frontiers (i.e., “via density”) as well.
Recall the definition of fg-connectedness from the preliminaries. We first prove a restricted
version of Theorem 3.8 for special case of core, fg-connected, c-acyclic structures with the
Unique Names Property. We subsequently lift these extra assumptions. A structure (A, a)
with a = a1, . . . ak has the Unique Names Property (UNP) if ai ̸= aj for all i ≤ j (cf. [4]).
▶ Proposition 3.9. Given a core, fg-connected, c-acyclic structure with UNP, we can construct
in polynomial time (for fixed schema S and number of distinguished elements k) a frontier
w.r.t. the class of all finite structures. Furthermore, the frontier consists of a single structure,
which has the UNP.
Proof. Let a core fg-connected c-acyclic structure (A, a) with UNP be given. Note that each
fg-connected structure either (i) consists of a single fact containing only designated elements,
or (ii) consists of a number of facts that all contain at least one non-designated element.
Therefore, we can distinguish two cases:
Case 1. A consists of a single fact f without non-designated elements. Let (B, a) be
the structure whose domain is {a, b}, where b is a fresh value distinct from the values in
a, and which contains all facts over this domain except f . It is easy to see that (B, a) is a
homomorphism dual for (A, a), and consequently, the direct product of the two structures
constitutes a singleton frontier for (A, a). Note that this construction is polynomial because
we assume that the schema S and k are both fixed.
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Case 2. A consists of one or more facts that each contain a non-designated element. In
this case, we construct a singleton frontier F = {B} where
the domain of B consists of
1. all pairs (a, f) where a is a non-designated element of A and f is a fact of A in which
a occurs, and
2. All pairs (a, id) where a is a designated element of A
a fact R((a1, f1), . . . , (an, fn)) holds in B if and only if R(a1, . . . , an) holds in A and at
least one fi is a fact that is different from the fact R(a1, . . . , an) itself.
Note that, in the above construction, id is an arbitrary symbol, used only to simplify notation
by ensuring that every element of B can we written as a pair. In what follows we will not
distinguish between a designated element ai and the corresponding pair (ai, id).
We claim that F = {(B, a)} is a frontier for (A, a).
It is clear that the natural projection h : B → A is a homomorphism.
We claim that there is no homomorphism h′ : A → B. Assume, for the sake of a
contradiction, that there was such a homomorphism. We may assume that the composition
of h and h′ is the identity on A (since A is a core, the composition of h and h′ is an
automorphism of A, that is, an isomorphism from A to itself. By composing h with the
inverse of this automorphism if needed, we ensure that its composition with h′ is the identity
function). In particular, this means that h′ maps each designated element a to (a, id) and
for each non-designated element a of A, h′(a) = (a, f) for some fact f . For a non-designated
element a, let us denote by fa the unique fact f for which h′(a) = (a, fa).
We will consider “walks” in A of the form
a1
fa1−−→ a2
fa2−−→ . . . an
with n ≥ 1, where
1. a1, . . . , an are non-designated elements,
2. fai ̸= fai+1 , and
3. ai and ai+1 co-occur in fact fai ,
Since A is c-acyclic, the length of any such sequence is bounded by the diameter of A
(otherwise some fact would have to be traversed twice in succession, which would violate
condition 2). Furthermore, trivially, such a walk of length n = 1 exists: just choose as
a1 an arbitrary non-designated element of A. Furthermore, we claim that any such finite
sequence can be extended to a longer one: let the fact fan be of the form R(b1, . . . , bm)
(where an = bi for some i ≤ m). Since h is a homomorphism, it must map fan to some fact
R((b1, fb1), . . . , (bm, fbm)) of B, where some fbj is a fact that is different from fan . We can
choose bj as our element an+1. Thus, we reach our desired contradiction.
Finally, consider any C with h : C → A and A ̸→ C. We construct a function h′ : C → B
as follows: consider any element c of C, and let h(c) = a. If a is a designated element, we set
h′(c) = (a, id). Otherwise, we proceed as follows: since A is c-acyclic and fg-connected, for
each non-distinguished element a′ of A (other than a itself) there is a unique minimal path
in the incidence graph, containing only non-distinguished elements, from a′ to a. We can
represent this path by a sequence of the form
a′ = a0
(f0,i0,j0)−−−−−−→ a1
(f1,i1,j1)−−−−−−→ a2 · · ·
(fn−1,in−1,jn−1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ an = a
where each fℓ is a fact of A in which aℓ occurs in the iℓ-th position and aℓ+1 occurs in
the jℓ-th position. We can partition the non-distinguished elements a′ of A (other than a
itself) according to the last fact on this path, that is, fn−1. Furthermore, it follows from
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fg-connectedness that each fact of A contains a non-distinguished element. It is easy to see
that if a fact contains multiple non-distinguished elements (other than a) then they must all
belong to the same part of the partition as defined above. Therefore, the above partition on
non-distinguished elements naturally extends to a partition on the facts of A. Note that if A
contains any facts in which a is the only non-distinguished element, we will refer to these
facts as “local facts” and they will be handled separately. In this way, we have essentially
decomposed A into a union Alocal ∪
⋃
i Ai, where Alocal contains all local facts and each
“component” Ai is a substructure of A consisting of non-local facts, in such a way that (i)
different substructures Ai do not share any facts with each other, (ii) different substructures
do not share any elements with each other, except for a and distinguished elements, (iii)
each Ai contains precisely one fact involving a.
Since we know that (A, a) ̸→ (C, c), it follows that either some local fact f of A does not
map to C (when sending a to c), or some “component” Ai of A does not map to C through
any homomorphism sending a to c. In the first case, we set h′(a) = (a, f). In the second
case, we choose such a component (if there are multiple, we choose one of minimal size) and
let f be the unique fact in that component containing a (that is, f is the fact fn−1 that by
construction connected the non-distinguished elements of the component in question to a).
We set h′(c) = (a, f). Intuitively, when h′(c) = (h(c), f), then f is a fact of A involving h(c)
that “points in a direction where homomorphism from (A, h(c)) back to (C, c) fails”.
We claim that h′ is a homomorphism from C to B: let R(c1, . . . , cn) be a fact of C.
Then R(h(c1), . . . , h(cn)) holds in A. Let h′(ci) = (h(ci), fi) (where fi = id if h(ci) is a
designated element of A). To show that R(h′(c1), . . . , h′(cn)) holds in B, it suffices to show
that some fi is different from the fact R(h(c1), . . . , h(cn)) itself. If fi is a local fact, then
this follows immediately from the construction. Otherwise, let ni be the size of the smallest
“component” (as defined above) of (A, h(ci)) that does not homomorphically map to (C, ci),
and choose an element ci with minimal ni. Then, clearly, fi must be different from the fact
R(h(c1), . . . , h(cn)) itself. ◀
Next, we remove the assumptions of fg-connectedness and being a core.
▶ Proposition 3.10. Given a c-acyclic structure with UNP, we can construct in polynomial
time a frontier w.r.t. the class of all finite structures. Furthermore, the frontier consists of
structures that have the UNP.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, we may assume that (A, a) is a core. Note that the c-acyclicity
and UNP properties are preserved under the passage from a structure to its core.
Let (A, a) be a structure with designated elements that is UNP and that is a fg-disjoint
union of homomorphically incomparable fg-connected structures (A1, a), . . . , (An, a). By
Proposition 3.9, (A1, a), . . . , (An, a) have, respectively, frontiers F1, . . . , Fn, each consisting
of a single structure with the UNP. We may assume without loss of generality that each
Fi consists of structures that have the same designated elements a as A (we know that the
structures in question satisfy the UNP, and therefore, modulo homomorphism, we can assume
that their designated elements are precisely a).
We claim that F = {
( ⊎
j ̸=i(Aj , a)
)
⊎ (B, a) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (B, a) ∈ Fi} is a frontier for
(A, a) w.r.t. C.
Clearly, each structure in F maps homomorphically to A.
Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there were a homomorphism from h : (A, a) →( ⊎
j ̸=i(Aj , a)
)
⊎ (B, a) for some | 1 ≤ i ≤ n and (B, a) ∈ Fi. Observe that h must send
each designated element to itself, and it must send each non-designated element to a non-
designated element (otherwise, the composition of h with the backward homomorphism
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would be a non-injective endomorphism on (A, a) which would contradict the fact that (A, a)
is a core). Since (Ai, a) is fg-connected (and because h cannot send non-designated elements
to designated elements), its h-image must be contained either in some (Aj , a) (j ̸= i) or in
B. The former would cannot happen because Ai and Aj are homomorphically incomparable.
The latter cannot happen either, because B belongs to a frontier of Ai.
Finally, let C ∈ C be any structure such that there is a homomorphism h : C → A
but A ̸→ C. Let Ai be a fg-connected component of A such that Ai ̸→ C. Since Ai
is fg-connected, we can partition our structure C as C1 ⊎ C2 where the h-image of C1 is
contained in Ai while the h-image of C2 is disjoint from Ai. We know that Ai ̸→ C1 and
therefore C1 → B for some B ∈ Fi. Furthermore, we have that C2 →
⊎





⊎ B | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, B | B ∈ Fi}. ◀
Finally, we can prove Theorem 3.8 itself.
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let (A, a) be c-acyclic. If it has the UNP, we are done. Consider
the other case, where the sequence a contains repetitions. Let a′ = a′1, . . . , a′n consists of the
same elements without repetition (in some order). We construct a frontier for it as follows:
1. Consider the structure (A, a′), which, by construction, has the UNP. Let F be a frontier
for (A, a′) (again consisting of structures with the UNP), using Proposition 3.10. Note
that, through isomorphism, we may assume that each structure in F has the same
designated elements a′. For each (B, a′) ∈ F , we take the structure (B, a).
2. Let k be the length of the tuple a. For each function f : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , k}, whose
range has size strictly greater than n, consider structure (C, cf ) where C contains all
facts over the domain {1, . . . , k}, and cfi = f(i). We take its direct product with (A, a).
It is easy to see that the set of all structures constructed above, constitutes a frontier
for (A, a). Indeed, suppose a structure maps to (A, a) but not vice versa. If the tuple of
designated elements of the structure in question has the same identity type as the tuple a
(i.e., the same equalities hold between values at different indices in the tuple) then it is easy
to see that the structure in question must map to some structure (B, a) as constructed under
item 1 above. Otherwise, if the tuple of designated elements of the structure in question does
not have the same identity type, then it is easy to see that the structure in question must
map to (Cf , cf ) × (A, a), as constructed under item 2 above, where f reflects the identity
type of the designated elements of the structure in question. ◀
As a corollary of Theorem 3.8, we obtain the following interesting by-product:
▶ Theorem 3.11. For a fixed schema S and k ≥ 0, the following problem is solvable in NP:
given a finite set of structures F and a structure A (all with k designated elements), is F a
frontier for A w.r.t. the class of all structures? For some S and k, it is NP-complete.
Proof. For the upper bound, we use the fact that, if A is homomorphically equivalent to a
c-acyclic structure A′, then the core of A is c-acyclic (cf. Theorem 3.7). The problem can
therefore be solved in non-deterministic polynomial time as follows:
First we guess a substructure A′ and we verify that A′ is c-acyclic and homomorphically
equivalent to A. Note that the existence of such A′ is a necessary precondition for F to be a
frontier of A. Furthermore, c-acyclicity can be checked in polynomial time using any PTIME
algorithm for graph acyclicity (recall that a structure is c-acyclic if and only if its incidence
graph is acyclic after removing all nodes corresponding to designated elements).
Next, we apply Theorem 3.8 to construct a frontier F ′ for A′ (and hence for A). Finally, we
verify that each B ∈ F homomorphically maps to some B′ ∈ F ′ and, vice versa, every B′ ∈ F ′
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homomorphically maps to some B ∈ F . It is not hard to see that this non-deterministic
algorithm has an accepting run if and only if F is a frontier for A.
For the lower bound, we reduce from graph 3-colorability. Let A be the structure, over
a 3-element domain, that consists of the facts R(a, b) for all pairs a, b with a ̸= b. In
addition, each of the three elements is named by a constant symbol. Since A is c-acyclic, by
Theorem 3.7, it has a frontier F . Now, given any graph G (viewed as a relational structure
with binary relation R and without constant symbols), we have that G is 3-colorable if and
only if F is a frontier for the disjoint union of A with G. To see that this is the case, note
that if G is 3-colorable, then the disjoint union of A with G is homomorphically equivalent
to A itself, whereas if G is not 3-colorable, then the disjoint union of A with G is strictly
greater than A in the homomorphism order. ◀
3.3 A polynomially frontier-closed class of structures
We call a class C of structures frontier-closed if every structure (A, a) ∈ C has a frontier
w.r.t. C, consisting of structures belonging to C. If, moreover, the frontier in question can be
constructed from (A, a) in polynomial time, then we say that C is polynomially frontier-closed.
▶ Theorem 3.12. The class of c-connected acyclic structures with 1 designated element is
polynomially frontier-closed. 3
As will follow from results in Section 4 (cf. Theorems 4.7-4.9 below) the theorem fails if
we drop any of the three restrictions in the statement (i.e., c-connectedness, acyclicity, and
k = 1). However, it might quite well be the case that still holds for some other values of k.
Indeed, we conjecture that Theorem 3.12 remains true for any k > 1.
4 Unique Characterizations for Conjunctive Queries
In this section, we study the question when a CQ is uniquely characterizable by a finite set
of positive and/or negative examples.
▶ Definition 4.1 (Data Examples, Fitting, Unique Characterizations). Let C be a class of k-ary
CQs over a schema S (for some k ≥ 0), and let q be a k-ary query over S.
1. A data example is a structure (A, a) over schema S with k distinguished elements. If
a ∈ q(A), we call (A, a) a positive example (for q), otherwise a negative example.
2. Let E+, E− be finite sets of data examples. We say that q fits (E+, E−) if every example
in E+ is a positive example for q and every example in E− is a negative example for
q. We say that (E+, E−) uniquely characterizes q w.r.t. C if q fits (E+, E−) and every
q′ ∈ C that fits (E+, E−) is logically equivalent to q.
It turns out that there is a precise correspondence between unique characterizations and
frontiers. Recall that the canonical structure of a query q is denoted by q̂. Similarly, for any
class of CQs C, we will denote by Ĉ the class of structures {q̂ | q ∈ C}.
▶ Proposition 4.2 (Frontiers vs Unique Characterizations). Fix a schema S and k ≥ 0. Let q
be any k-ary CQ over S and C a class of k-ary CQs over S.
1. If F is a frontier for q̂ w.r.t. Ĉ, then (E+ = {q̂}, E− = F ) uniquely characterizes q
w.r.t. C.
3 Note that for structures with one distinguished element, c-connectedness is the same as connectedness.
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2. Conversely, if (E+, E−) uniquely characterizes Q w.r.t. C, then F = {q̂ × (B, b) | (B, b) ∈
E−} is a frontier for q̂ w.r.t. Ĉ.
Proposition 4.2 allows us to take the results on frontiers from the previous section, and
rephrase them in terms of unique characterizations. Incidentally, note that results in [1]
imply an analogous relationship between finite dualities and uniquely characterizing sets
of examples for unions of conjunctive queries. We need two more lemmas. Recall that a
structure (A, a) corresponds to a conjunctive query only if every distinguished element occurs
in at least one fact. Let us call such structures safe. The following lemmas, essentially, allow
us to ignore unsafe structures, thereby bridging the gap between structures and CQs.
▶ Lemma 4.3. Let q be a k-ary CQ over schema S and C a class of k-ary CQs over S. If q is
uniquely characterized w.r.t. C by positive and negative examples (E+, E−), then q is uniquely
characterized w.r.t. C by ({(A, a) ∈ E+ | (A, a) is safe}, {(A, a) ∈ E− | (A, a) is safe}).
▶ Lemma 4.4. A safe structure has a finite frontier w.r.t. all structures if and only if it has
a finite frontier w.r.t. the class of all safe structures.
Putting everything together, we obtain the main result of this section. We call a CQ q
c-acyclic (or acyclic, or c-connected) if the structure q̂ is c-acyclic (resp. acyclic, c-connected).
▶ Theorem 4.5. Fix a schema and fix k ≥ 0.
1. If C is a class of k-ary CQs such that Ĉ has bounded expansion, then every CQ q ∈ C is
uniquely characterizable w.r.t. C by finitely many positive and negative examples (which
can be effectively constructed from the query).
2. A k-ary CQ q is uniquely characterizable by finitely many positive and negative examples
(w.r.t. the class of all k-ary CQs) iff q is logically equivalent to a c-acyclic CQ. Moreover,
for a c-acyclic CQ, a uniquely characterizing set of examples can be constructed in
polynomial time.
3. Assume k = 1 and let Cca be the class of k-ary CQs that are c-connected and acyclic.
Then every q ∈ Cca is uniquely characterizable w.r.t. Cca by finitely many positive and
negative examples belonging to Ĉca. Moreover, the set of examples in question can be
constructed in polynomial time.
▶ Remark 4.6. For the purpose of applications discussed in Section 6, we note that Theorem 4.5
remains true if the safety condition for CQs were to be dropped. Indeed, the proof in this
case is even simpler, as it does not require Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4.
Theorem 4.5(3) applies to CQs with k = 1 that are c-connected, and acyclic. None of
these restrictions can be dropped.
▶ Theorem 4.7. The Boolean acyclic connected CQ T() :- Ry1y2 ∧ Ry2y3 ∧ Ry3y4 ∧ Ry4y5
is not characterized, w.r.t. the class of Boolean acyclic connected CQs, by finitely many
acyclic positive and negative examples.
This shows that in Theorem 4.5(3), the restriction to unary queries cannot be dropped.
Similarly, the restriction to c-connected queries cannot be dropped, and acyclicity cannot be
replaced by the weaker condition of c-acyclicity.
▶ Theorem 4.8. The unary acyclic CQ T′(x) :- P (x) ∧ Ry1y2 ∧ Ry2y3 ∧ Ry3y4 ∧ Ry4y5
is not uniquely characterizable, w.r.t. the class of unary acyclic CQs, by finitely many acyclic
positive and negative examples.
▶ Theorem 4.9. The unary c-acyclic c-connected CQ T′′(x) :- Ry1y2 ∧ Ry2y3 ∧ Ry3y4 ∧
Ry4y5 ∧
∧
i=1...5 Rxyi is not uniquely characterizable, w.r.t. the class of unary c-acyclic
c-connected CQs, by finitely many c-acyclic positive and negative examples.
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5 Exact learnability with membership queries
The unique characterization results in the previous section immediately imply (not-necessarily-
efficient) exact learnability results:
▶ Theorem 5.1. Fix a schema and k ≥ 0. Let C be a computably enumerable class of k-ary
CQs. If Ĉ has bounded expansion, then C is exactly learnable with membership queries.
The learning algorithm in question simply enumerates all queries q ∈ C and uses mem-
bership queries to test if the goal query fits the uniquely characterizing set of examples of q
(cf. Theorem 4.5(1)). Unfortunately, this learning algorithm does not run in polynomial time.
Indeed, the number of membership queries is not bounded by any fixed tower of exponentials.
For the special case of c-acyclic queries, we can do a little better by taking advantage of
the fact that a uniquely characterizing set of examples can be constructed in polynomial
time. Indeed, the class of c-acyclic k-ary CQs is exponential-time exactly learnable with
membership queries: the learner can simply enumerates all c-acyclic queries in order of
increasing size. For each query q (starting with the smallest query), it uses Theorem 4.5(2) to
test, using polynomially many membership queries, whether the goal query is equivalent to
q. After at most 2O(n) many attempts (where n is the size of the goal query), the algorithm
is guaranteed to find a query that is equivalent to the goal query.4 Our main result in this
section improves on this by establishing efficient (i.e., polynomial-time) exact learnability:
▶ Theorem 5.2. For each schema and k ≥ 0, the class of c-acyclic k-ary CQs is efficiently
exactly learnable with membership queries.
At a high level, the learning algorithm works by maintaining a c-acyclic hypothesis that
is an over-approximation of the actual goal query. At each iteration, the hypothesis is
strengthened by replacing it with one of the elements of its frontier, a process that is shown
to terminate and yield a query that is logically equivalent to the goal query. Note, however,
that the frontier of a c-acyclic structure does not, in general, consist of c-acyclic structures.
At the heart of the proof of Theorem 5.2 lies a non-trivial argument showing how to turn an
arbitrary hypothesis into a c-acyclic one with polynomially many membership queries.
The class of all k-ary queries is not exactly learnable with membership queries (even with
unbounded amount of time and the ability to ask an unbounded number of oracle queries),
because exact learnability with membership queries would imply that every query in the
class is uniquely characterizable, which we know is not the case. On the other hand, we have:
▶ Theorem 5.3 (from [36]). For each schema S and k ≥ 0, the class of all k-ary CQs over
S is efficiently exactly learnable with membership and equivalence queries.
In fact, it follows from results in [36] that the larger class of all unions of conjunctive
queries is efficiently exactly learnable with membership and equivalence queries (for fixed k
and fixed schema). Efficient exact learnability with membership and equivalence queries is
not a monotone property of concept classes, but the result from [36] transfers to CQs as well.
▶ Remark 5.4. For the purpose of applications discussed in Section 6, we note that Theo-
rems 5.1- 5.3 remain true if the safety condition for CQs were to be dropped.
4 Similarly, by Theorem 4.5(3), the class of unary acyclic c-connected queries is exponential-time exactly
learnable with subset queries, where a subset query is an oracle query asking whether a given CQ from
the concept class is implied by the goal query. Subset queries correspond precisely to membership
queries where the example is the canonical structure of a query from the concept class.
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Related Work. There has been considerable prior work that formally studies the task of
identifying some unknown goal query Q from examples. Work in this direction includes
learning CQs, Xpath queries, Sparql, tree patterns, description logic concepts, ontologies, and
schema mappings among others [8, 36, 18, 33]. We shall describe mostly the previous work
regarding learning CQs. Some of the work in this direction ([6, 35, 12, 22, 39] for example)
assumes that a background structure A is fixed and known by the algorithm. In this setting,
a example is a k-ary tuple (a1, . . . , ak) of elements in A, labelled positively or negatively
depending on whether it belongs or not to Q(A). In the present paper (as in [36, 19]) we do
not fix any background structure (i,e, examples are pairs of the form (A, a)). Our setting
corresponds also to the extended instances with empty background in [13].
In both cases a number of different learning protocols has been considered. In the reverse-
engineering problem (as defined in [38]) it is only required that the algorithm produces
a query consistent with the examples. In a similar direction, the problem of determining
whether such a query exists has been intensively studied under some variants (satisfiability,
query-by-example, definability, inverse satisfiability) [6, 35, 39]. In some scenarios, it is
desirable that the query produced by the learner not only explains the examples received
during the training phase, but also has also predictive power. In particular, the model
considered in [9] follows the paradigm of identification in the limit by Gold and requires that,
additionally, there exists a finite set of examples that uniquely determines the target query Q.
In a different direction, the model introduced in [18], inspired by the minimum description
length principle, requires to produce a hypothesis consistent after some repairs. A third line
of work (see [11, 19, 22]) studies this problem under Valiant’s probably approximately correct
(PAC) model. The present paper is part of a fourth direction based on the exact model of
query identification by Angluin. In this model, instead of receiving labelled examples, the
learner obtains information about the target query by mean of calls to an oracle. As far as
we know, we are the first to study the exact learnability of CQs using a membership oracle.
6 Further Applications
While our main focus in this paper is on unique characterizability and exact learnability for
CQs, in this section, we explore some implications for other application domains.
6.1 Characterizability and learnability of LAV schema mappings
A schema mapping is a high-level declarative specifications of the relationships between two
database schemas [24]. Two of the most well-studied schema mapping specification languages
are LAV (“Local-as-View”) and GAV (“Global-as-View”) schema mappings.
In [1], the authors studied the question when a schema mapping can be uniquely charac-
terized by a finite set of data examples. Different types of data examples were introduced
and studied, namely positive examples, negative examples, and “universal” examples. In
particular, it was shown in [1] that a GAV schema mapping can be uniquely characterized
by a finite set of positive and negative examples (or, equivalently, by a finite set of universal
examples) if and only if the schema mapping in question is logically equivalent to one that is
specified using c-acyclic GAV constraints.
It was shown in [1] that every LAV schema mapping is uniquely characterized by a finite
set of universal examples, and that there are LAV schema mappings that are not uniquely
characterized by any finite set of positive and negative examples. In this section, we will
consider the question which LAV schema mappings are uniquely characterizable by a finite
set of positive and negative examples, and how to construct such a set of examples efficiently.
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We will also consider the exact learnability of LAV schema mappings with membership
queries. Exact learnability of GAV schema mappings was studied in [36], where it was
shown that GAV schema mappings are learnable with membership and equivalence queries
(and, subsequently, also in a variant of the PAC model) but is not exactly learnable with
membership queries alone or with equivalence queries alone. The exact learning algorithm for
GAV schema mappings from [36] was further put to use and validated experimentally in [37].
Here, we consider exact learnability of LAV schema mappings with membership queries.
▶ Definition 6.1. A LAV (“Local-As-View”) schema mapping is a triple M = (S, T, Σ)
where S and T are disjoint schemas (the “source schema” and “target schema”), and Σ is a
finite set of LAV constraints, that is, first-order sentences of the form ∀x(α(x) → ∃yϕ(x, y)),
where α(x) is an atomic formula using a relation from S, and ϕ(x, y) is a conjunction of
atomic formulas using relations from T .
By a schema-mapping example we will mean a pair (I, J) where I is a structure over
schema S without distinguished elements, and J is a structure over schema T without
distinguished elements. We say that (I, J) is a positive example for a schema mapping
M = (S, T , Σ) if (I, J), viewed as a single structure over the joint schema S ∪ T , satisfies
all constraints in Σ, and we call (I, J) a negative example for M otherwise. Note that
schema-mapping examples were called data examples in [1]. Unique characterizations and
learnability with membership queries are defined as before. In particular, by a membership
query, in the context of learning LAV schema mappings, we will mean an oracle query that
consists of a schema-mapping example, which the oracle then labels as positive or negative
depending on whether it satisfies the constraints of the goal LAV schema mapping. It is
assumed here, that the source and target schemas are fixed and known to the learner.
Given a fixed source schema S, there are only finitely many different possible left-hand
sides α for a LAV constraint, up to renaming of variables. Furthermore, if a schema mapping
contains two LAV constraints with the same left-hand side, then they can be combined into a
single LAV constraint by conjoining the respective right-hand sides. Since the right-hand side
of a LAV constraint can be thought of as a CQ, this means that, intuitively, a LAV schema
mapping can be thought of as a finite collection of CQs (one for each possible left-hand
side). In the light of this observation, it is no surprise that questions about the unique
characterizability and learnability of LAV schema mappings can be reduced to questions
about the unique characterizability and learnability of CQs.
Let us capture this observation a little more precisely. Let k be the maximum arity of
a relation in S, and let ATOMSS be the finite set of all atomic formulas using a relation
from S and variables from {z1, . . . , zk}. Given a LAV schema mapping M = (S, T , Σ) and
an α(z) ∈ ATOMSS , we denote by qM,α(z) the following first-order formula over schema T :∧
∀x(β(x)→∃yϕ(x,y))∈Σ
h : {x} → {z} a function s.t. β(h(x)) = α(z)
∃yϕ(h(x), y)
For example, if M consists of the LAV constraints ∀x1, x2, x3.R(x1, x2, x3) → S(x1, x2, x3)
and ∀x1, x2.R(x1, x2, x2) → ∃yT (x1, y), and α(z1) is R(z1, z1, z1), then qM,α = S(z1, z1, z1)∧
∃yT (z1, y). Similarly, for α′(z1, z2, z3) = R(z1, z2, z3) then qM,α′ = S(z1, z2, z3). Note that
qM,α(z) can be equivalently written as a not-necessarily-safe CQ over T (by pulling the
existential quantifies to the front).
▶ Lemma 6.2. Let M = (S, T , Σ) be any LAV schema mapping, and let α(z) ∈ ATOMSS
have k many distinct variables. For every structure (A, a), over schema T and with k
distinguished elements, the following are equivalent:
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1. (A, a) is a positive data example for qM,α(z),
2. The schema-mapping example (I, J) is a positive example for M , where I is the structure
over S consisting of the single fact α(a), and J = A.
We omit the proof, which is straightforward (note that the left-hand side of a LAV
constraint can have at most one homomorphism to I, and the latter can be extended to the
right-hand side of the constraint to J iff the respective conjunct of qM,α is satisfied).
Intuitively, Lemma 6.2 shows that the behavior of qM,α on arbitrary data examples, is
fully determined by the behavior of M on arbitrary schema-mapping examples. The converse
turns out to be true as well, that is, the semantics of a LAV schema mapping M = (S, T , Σ)
is determined (up to logical equivalence) by its associated queries qM,α for α ∈ ATOMSS :
▶ Lemma 6.3. Two LAV schema mappings M1 = (S, T , Σ1), M2 = (S, T , Σ1) are logically
equivalent iff, for every α(z) ∈ ATOMSS , qM1,α(z) and qM2,α(z) are logically equivalent.
Proof. The left-to-right direction follows immediately from the preceding Lemma. For the
right-to-left direction: suppose M1 and M2 are not logically equivalent. Then they disagree
on some schema-mapping example (I, J). Without loss of generality, we may assume that
(I, J) is a positive example for M1 and a negative example for M2. In particular, one of the
LAV constraints in Σ2 is false in (I, J). Since the left-hand side of a LAV constraint consists
of a single atom, it follows that, for some fact R(a) of I, the schema-mapping example
({R(a)}, J) is a negative example for M2. Moreover, an easy monotonicity argument shows
that ({R(a)}, J) is a positive example for M1. Let α be obtained from the fact R(a) by
replacing each distinct element ai by a corresponding variable zi. It follows from Lemma 6.2
that qM1,α and qM2,α disagree on the structure (J, a), and are not logically equivalent. ◀
It follows directly from the above Lemmas that the unique characterizability of a LAV
schema mapping M reduces to the unique characterizability of each query qM,α:
▶ Lemma 6.4. For all LAV schema mappings M = (S, T , Σ), the following are equivalent:
1. M is uniquely characterizable by finitely many positive and negative schema-mapping
examples (w.r.t. the class of all LAV schema mappings over S, T ).
2. For each α(z1, . . . , zk) ∈ ATOMSS , qM,α(z1, . . . , zk) is uniquely characterizable by finitely
many positive and negative data examples w.r.t. the class of all k-ary not-necessarily-safe
CQs over T .
Intuitively, this shows that a LAV schema mapping is uniquely characterizable iff each of
its constraints (joined together according to their left-hand side atom) are. By combining
these lemmas with Theorem 4.5 (cf. Remark 4.6), we can link the unique characterizability
of a LAV schema mapping to the condition of c-acyclicity. We say that a LAV schema
mapping M is c-acyclic if the right-hand side of each of its LAV constraints is a c-acyclic
not-necessarily-safe CQ. Note that, in this case, also qM,α is c-acyclic, for each α ∈ ATOMSS .
▶ Theorem 6.5. Fix a source schema S and a target schema T . A LAV schema mapping
M = (S, T , Σ) is uniquely characterizable by a finite set of positive and negative schema-
mapping examples if and only if M is logically equivalent to a c-acyclic LAV schema mapping.
Moreover, if M is c-acyclic, then a uniquely characterizing set of positive and negative
schema-mapping examples can be constructed in polynomial time (for fixed S, T ).
Proof. The direction going from c-acyclicity to the uniquely characterizing set of schema-
mapping examples, follows immediately from the above lemmas together with Theorem 4.5.
For the other direction, assume that M is uniquely characterizable by finitely many positive
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and negative schema-mapping examples. It follows by Lemma 6.4 that each qM,α is uniquely
characterizable by finitely many positive and negative data examples. Hence, each qM,α is
logically equivalent to a c-acyclic not-necessarily-safe conjunctive query q′M,α. Finally, let
M ′ = (S, T , Σ′), where Σ′ consists of all LAV constraints of the form ∀z(qM,α(z) → α(z))
for α(z) ∈ ATOMSS . Then M ′ is c-acyclic and logically equivalent to M . ◀
Similarly, Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3, together with Theorem 5.2, directly imply:
▶ Theorem 6.6. Fix a source schema S and a target schema T . The class of c-acyclic LAV
schema mappings over S, T is efficiently exactly learnable with membership queries.
Note that the class of all LAV schema mappings over S, T is not exactly learnable with
membership queries (assuming that S is non-empty and T contains a relation of arity at
least 2). This follows immediately from the existence of LAV schema mappings that are not
uniquely characterizable by finitely many positive and negative schema-mapping examples.
As mentioned earlier, LAV schema mappings and GAV schema mappings are two of the
most well-studied schema mapping languages. GLAV (“Global-and-Local-As-Views”) schema
mappings is another, which forms a common generalization. An important remaining open
question in the area example-driven approaches to schema mapping design is the following [1]:
which GLAV schema mappings are uniquely characterizable by a finite set of examples?
6.2 Learning description logic concept expressions and ABoxes
Description logics are formal specification languages used to represent domain knowledge.
Example-driven and machine-learning based approaches have a long history in this area,
and have received renewed interest in the last years [32]. In particular, ontologies specified
in the lightweight description logic ELI, focusing on the exact learnability of ontologies
using entailment queries and equivalence queries. As we show in this section, our results on
c-acyclic CQs have some implications for the exact learnability of ELI concept expressions.
▶ Definition 6.7 (ELI Concept expressions, ABoxes, TBoxes). Let NC , NR, NI be fixed, disjoint
sets, whose members we will refer to as “concept names”, “role names”, and ”individual
names”, respectively. NC and NR are assumed to be finite, while NI is assumed to be infinite.
A concept expression C is an expression built up from from concept names in NC and ⊤,
using conjunction (C1 ⊓ C2) and existential restriction (∃r.C or ∃r−.C, where r ∈ NR).
An ABox is a finite set of ABox axioms of the form P (a) and/or r(a, b), where P ∈ NC ,
r ∈ NR, and a, b ∈ NI .
A TBox is a finite set of TBox axioms C ⊑ D, where C, D are concept expressions.
The semantics of these expressions can be explained by translation to first-order logic:
▶ Definition 6.8. The correspondence schema is the schema that contains a unary relation
for every A ∈ NC and a binary relation for every r ∈ NR. Through the standard translation
from description logic to first-order logic (cf. Table 1), every concept expression C translates
to a first-order formula qC(x) over the correspondence schema. By extension, every TBox T
translates to a finite first-order theory T fo, where C1 ⊑ C2 translates to ∀x(qC1(x) → qC2(x)).
An ABox can equivalently viewed as a finite structure (without designated elements),
whose domain consists of individual names from NI , and whose facts are the ABox assertions.
Since NI is assumed to be infinite, every finite structure over the correspondence schema
can (up to isomorphism) be represented as an ABox. Therefore, in what follows we will use
ABoxes and structures interchangeably.
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qP (x) = A(x) for P ∈ NC
q⊤(x) = ⊤
qC1⊓C2(x) = qC1(x) ∧ qC2(x)
q∃r.C(x) = ∃y(r(x, y) ∧ qC(y)
q∃r−.C(x) = ∃y(r(y, x) ∧ qC(y)
Table 1 Standard translation from concept expressions to first-order logic.
Example First-order logic translation
ABox: A = {P (a), r(a, b)}
TBox: T = {P ⊑ Q ⊓ ∃r.P} T fo = {∀x(P (x) → Q(x) ∧ ∃y(r(x, y) ∧ P (y))}
Concept expr: C = ∃r.Q qC(x) = ∃y(r(x, y) ∧ Q(y))
Table 2 Example description logic ABox, TBox and concept expression.
We can think of an ABox as a (possibly incomplete) list of facts, and a TBox as domain
knowledge in the form of rules for deriving more facts. This idea underlies the next definition:
▶ Definition 6.9. A QA-example is a pair (A, a) where A is an ABox and a ∈ NI . We
say that (A, a) is a positive QA-example for a concept expression C relative to a TBox
T if a ∈ certain(C, A, T ) where certain(C, A, T ) =
⋂
{qC(B) | A ⊆ B and B |= T fo}. If
a ̸∈ certain(C, A, T ), we say that (A, a) is a negative QA-example for C relative to T .
The name QA-example, here, reflects the fact that the task of computing certain(C, A, T )
is commonly known as query answering. It is one of the core inference tasks studied in
the description logic literature. In general, there are two variants of the definition of
certain(C, A, T ): one where B ranges over finite structures, and one where B ranges over
all, finite or infinite, structures. The description logic ELI that we consider here has been
shown to be finitely controllable [5], meaning that both definitions are equivalent. For more
expressive description logics, this is in general not the case.
▶ Example 6.10. Consider the ABox, TBox, and concept expression in Table 2. Every
model of T fo containing the facts in A must contain also r(a, c) and Q(c) for some c ∈ NI .
It follows that a ∈ certain(C, A, T ). In other words, (A, a) is a positive QA-example for C
relative to T . On the other hand, (A, b) is a negative QA-example for C relative to T .
See [3] for more details on description logic syntax and semantics. We now explain how
our results from Section 4 and 5 can be applied here. Although a QA-example is just a
data example with one distinguished element, over the correspondence schema, the definition
of positive/negative QA-examples diverges from the definition of positive/negative data
examples, because of the TBox T . For the special case where T = ∅, the two coincide:
▶ Lemma 6.11. Let T = ∅. A QA-example (A, a) is a positive (negative) QA-example for a
concept expression C relative to T iff (A, a) is a positive (negative) data example for qC(x).
Lemma 6.11 follows from the well-known monotonicity property of CQs (i.e., whenever
A ⊆ B, then q(A) ⊆ q(B)), which implies that certain(C, A, ∅) = qC(A).
Concept expressions turn out to correspond precisely to unary, acyclic, c-connected CQs:
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▶ Lemma 6.12. The standard translation qC(x) of every ELI concept expression C is
equivalent to a not-necessarily-safe unary CQ that is acyclic and c-connected. Conversely,
every unary, acyclic, c-connected not-necessarily-safe CQ over the correspondence schema is
logically equivalent to qC(x) for some ELI concept expression C.
Both directions of Lemma 6.12 can be proved using a straightforward induction.
The above two lemmas, together with Theorem 4.5(2) and Theorem 5.2 (cf. Remark 4.6
and Remark 5.4) immediately yield our main result here. We say that a collection of positive
and engative QA-examples uniquely characterizes a concept expression C relative to a TBox
T if C fits the examples (relative to T ) and every other concept expression that does so
is equivalent (relative to T ) to C. By a QA-membership query we mean an oracle query
consisting of a QA example, where the oracle answers yes or no depending on whether the
input is a positive QA example or a negative QA example for the goal concept, relative to
the TBox. It is assumed that the TBox is fixed and known to the learner.
▶ Theorem 6.13. Let T = ∅. Every ELI concept expression is uniquely characterizable by a
finite collection of positive and negative QA examples (relative to T ), which can be computed
in polynomial time. Furthermore, the class of ELI concept expressions is efficiently exactly
learnable with QA-membership queries.
Moreover, by Theorem 4.5(3), the uniquely characterizing examples can be constructed
so that each example (A, a) is the canonical QA-example of a concept expression. By the
canonical QA-example of a concept expression C, here, we mean the QA-example that
(viewed as a structure with one distinguished element) is the canonical structure of the
not-necessarily-safe CQ qC(x).
Theorem 6.13 remains true when the concept language is extended with unrestricted
existential quantification (of the form ∃.C) and a restricted form of the I-me self-reference
construct introduced in [26], namely where the I operator can only occur once, and in the
very front of the concept expression. Indeed, it can be shown that this extended concept
language (by a straightforward extension of the standard translation) captures precisely the
class of c-acyclic unary not-necessarily-safe CQs over the correspondence schema.
▶ Open Question 6.14. Does Theorem 6.13 holds true for arbitrary TBoxes?
Results in [25] imply that certain(C, ·, T ) can be expressed in a fragment of monadic
Datalog. More precisely, for each ELI concept expression C and TBox T , there is a monadic
Datalog program Π that, such that, for every ABox A, certain(C, A, T ) = Π(A). Moreover,
the left-hand side of every Datalog rule of Π is an acyclic, c-connected (unary) CQ. The
above question, therefore, may perhaps be approached by studying unique characterizability
and exact learnability for a class of acyclic, c-connected monadic Datalog programs. 5
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